
 

 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Motivation and Purpose 

Actions, though non-verbal, carry their specific semantic meanings in nature. 

Linguistically, actions mostly are denoted by the verbs which bear the information 

about the interaction of the agent and the patient. Furthermore, the role of instrument 

or manner may also be manifested in the sentences. In other words, linguistic 

structures can reveal the performance of human physical activities. 

The prototypical action verb hit, therefore, is the representative verb in our 

discussion. Since the usage of hit is with high frequency, the meanings of this 

transitive verb extend into many semantic fields. In the previous studies, the multiple 

semantic properties of hit have been investigated in Mandarin Chinese (Huang 2001, 

Gao and Cheng 2003) and Taiwanese Southern Min (Lien 1998). However, little 

research on Hakka verb da2 (打) ‘to hit’ with detailed theoretical frameworks can be 

obtained. This polysemous verb da2 (打) ‘to hit’ in our target language Hakka is quite 

productive in formulating different unique constructions. A vast amount of syntactic 
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and semantic variations can be observed in linguistic investigation. In addition, the 

phenomenon of the transitivity of da2 constructions is intricate as well. The thematic 

roles of the objects in da2 constructions are not necessarily being patients or themes. 

The interaction between the features of the thematic roles and the constructions needs 

to be clarified. 

The seemingly inconsistent phenomena bring up several intriguing issues 

pertaining to the concepts of argument realization, transitivity, and constructions. First, 

it is observed that the thematic roles of the objects in da2 constructions are not limited 

to the prototypical role patient or theme. The data listed below show the varieties of 

the thematic roles, which, therefore, need to be further explored: 

 
 

(1) 打單

  da2  dan1 
    hit  ticket 

‘to buy a ticket’ 
  
 

(2) 打草鞋 
  da2  co2   hai5 

    hit  straw  sandals 
‘to weave straw sandals’ 

 
 

(3) 打噎琢 
  da2  et8  duk8 

    hit    hiccup 
‘to hiccup’ 
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(4) 打銃仔1

  da2  chung3  er5 
   hit   gun     SF2

‘to shoot something with a gun’  
 

 

In (1), the object dan1 (單) ‘a ticket’ is a theme as supposed. However, the 

thematic role of the object in (2) is an incremental theme or a product and et8 duk8 

(噎琢) ‘hiccup’ in (3) denotes a biological event. In addition, some elements which 

are oblique cases in the sentences may be in the position of the object. In example (4), 

the noun chung3 er5 (銃仔) ‘a gun’ seems to be the patient which experiences the 

effect of hitting in this phrasal structure. However, it plays the role of instrument 

according to the semantic representation ‘to shoot something with a gun’. Therefore, 

the interactional relationship of syntactic and semantic aspects requires detailed 

investigation. 

 

The second part we are going to talk about is transitivity. Transitivity is a 

universal property which denotes that an activity is transferred from an agent to a 

patient typically. In other words, it is a relationship which involves two or more 

participants in linguistics. However, the affectedness arises from the force 

                                                 
1  The data is extracted from the NCCU Corpus of Spoken Hakka (國立政治大學客語口語語料庫). 
2  The following abbreviations are applied for their corresponding grammatical functions: SF, a suffix 
marker; NOM, a nominal marker; ACC, an accusative marker; CAUS, a causative marker; PAST, a 
past tense marker; INST, an instrument marker; ASP, an aspect marker; FEM, a feminine marker; 
PERF, a perfective marker; PART, a particle; CL, a classifier; GE, a possessive marker; and NEG, a 
negative marker. 
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transmission does not by all means transfer completely onto the surface objects due to 

their different characteristics or properties. We take four examples into comparison.  

 
 
(5) 打赤膊 
  da2  chak4  bok4 

   hit   naked  waist 
‘to be waist-naked’  

 
 

(6) 打單 
       da2  dan1 

   hit   ticket 
‘to buy a ticket’  

 
 

(7) 打石 
  da2  shak8 

   hit   stone 
‘to carve a stone’  

 
 

(8) 打紙炮 
  da2  zhi3   pau3 

   hit   paper  firecracker 
‘to set off firecrackers’  

 
 

In da2 chak4 bok4 (打赤膊) ‘to be waist-naked’, the object specifies a state. In 

other words, no energy flow produced by the agent can be observed here. In the next 

example da2 dan1 (打單) ‘to buy a ticket’, only the superficiality of the theme is 

affected since the ticket is moved from the salesperson to the customer. Nevertheless, 
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the ticket does not change its substantial status. The following one is da2 shak8 (打石) 

‘to carve a stone’ in which the theme shak8 (石) ‘a stone’ is partially affected. The 

theme of the last example da2 zhi3 pau3 (打紙炮) ‘to set off firecrackers’ is totally 

destroyed. In other words, the total or the highest transitivity is perceived. Thus, the 

performance of the energy flow produced by the agents among different data is also 

remarkable. 

 

Third, with different elements combined with the verb da2 (打) ‘to hit’, the 

da2 constructions show various syntactic characteristics. Three combinations occur in 

Hakka da2 constructions. The most general form is the composition of the verb da2 

and an N or an NP, such as da2 dan1 (打單) ‘to buy a ticket’ or da2 chak4 bok4 (打赤

膊) ‘to be waist-naked’, which is a verb-object construction. The verb can also 

combine with an adverb, such as da2 kiet4 (打缺) ‘to be chipped by hitting’ which is a 

verb-complement construction. Some of this type of words can be causative verbs 

such as da2 kiet4 von2 (打缺碗) ‘to break the bowl which then becomes chipped’ or 

inchoative verbs such as von2 da2 kiet4 (碗打缺) ‘the bowl is chipped by hitting’. 

However, whether all of the examples of this type have both causative and inchoative 

usages needs to be further probed into. Among these, some data perform differently 

with others. To specify more explicitly, the semantic representations of some instances 
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are affected by not only the lexical meanings but also the constructions. Take da2 

gieu2 gio1 (打狗   ) ‘to cringe like a dog’ for example. This instance illustrates the 

action that someone cringes like a dog. In other words, the element gieu2 (狗) ‘the 

dog’ is not the patient which undergoes the transfer of energy. The meaning of the 

instance is not dominated by the lexical meanings but the constructional meanings 

instead. Consequently, the construction itself plays a significant role in semantic 

representation. The nature of the specific construction of the idiosyncratic case da2 

gieu2 gio1 (打狗    ) ‘to cringe like a dog’, therefore, begs for clarification as well. 

The VP’s complement structures are presumably determined by the main verbs. 

Nevertheless, the analysis appears to bring about the perspective that argument 

structures are qualified by the composite effects of the verb and its construction 

(Goldberg & Jackendoff 2004). This study will demonstrate that both the prototypical 

and peripheral members in da2 constructions in Hakka can be elucidated holistically 

in semantic representations and the syntax-semantics interface. Furthermore, a family 

of related but not identical constructions are to be established. 
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1.2 Conventions of the data 

The data of the verb da2 and its constructions are mainly collected from 

Hakka dictionary of Taiwan (臺灣客家話辭典), Hakka Handbook (客語實用手冊), 

various story books such as Hakka Stories from Dungshi (東勢客語故事集), Hakka 

Stories from Miaoli (苗栗縣客語故事集), the research project of National Science 

Council 95-2411-H-004-026, and the oral data which is obtained from the NCCU 

Corpus of Spoken Hakka (國立政治大學客語口語語料庫). The data presented in 

this thesis are mainly based on the Hoi2liuk7 dialect3 marked with Tongyong Pinyin 

phonetic symbols (通用拼音). The tone diacritics are presented as 1 for yingping, 2 

for yinshang, 3 for yinqu, 4 for yinru, 5 for yangping, 7 for yangqu, and 8 for yangru.4  

        

1.3 Organization of the thesis 

The thesis is organized in the following arrangement. Following Chapter Ⅰ, 

Chapter Ⅱ reviews the previous researches on the hitting verb da2 (打) ‘to hit’. 

Theoretical frameworks related to our analysis will be introduced in Chapter Ⅲ, 

                                                 
3  In general, five Hakka dialect varieties can be observed in Taiwan: Si3yen3 (四縣) Hakka dialect, 
Hoi2liuk7 (海陸) Hakka dialect, Tai3pu1 (大埔) Hakka dialect, Ngieu5ping5 (饒平) Hakka dialect, and 
Seu3on1 (詔安) Hakka dialect. 
4  The tone system of Hoi2liuk7 dialect is tabled as follows: 

調號(tone number) 1 2 3 4 5 7 8 

調值(pitch value) falling rising low level short high high level mid level short low

Example song (霜) rhi (雨) zi (霽) siet (雪) lui (雷) tien (電) pok (雹)
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which is composed of the concepts of Construction Grammar, argument realization, 

and transitivity. Subsequently, Chapter Ⅳ  gives a detailed analysis on the 

performance of not only the patterns in phrasal and sentential structures but also the 

structural variants under discourse consideration. Finally, a concluding remark and 

issues for further studies will be proposed in Chapter Ⅴ. 


